




Pacific Art Stone Incorporated was founded in 2006 in Surrey, British Columbia. Over the last 10 
years, the company has become the leading manufacturer and importer of architectural stone with an 
unwavering reputation for high quality products and outstanding customer service. Pacific Art Stone 
continues to leverage its industry knowledge and passion for creating authentic products by expanding 
its product line. Today, Pacific Art Stone is recognized as a leader in quality and innovation in Western 
Canada and the Central and Northwestern United States.

With the success of our Altera Collection launch in fall of 2014, Heritage Collection from Provia, Brick 
and manufactured products, which are known for both their beauty and their affordability, Pacific Art 
Stone is proud to introduce the latest collection “Ardesia Collection”. Ardesia Collection is a collection 
of modular natural stone panels from India and Southern Asia. 

For more information and a full display of all our stone collections, please visit our website:

www.pacificartstone.com

Our Company
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The Westlakes Collection is Pacific Art Stone’s latest natural stone veneer collection introduced for the 
2017/18 season. With this collection, we desired to create a line of stone veneer that was reminiscent 
of the beauty of the Pacific Northwest, from the windswept beaches of the coast to the sprawling 
mountain ranges of the Rockies and everything in between. This collection continues to strive towards 
Pacific Art Stone’s ideals of bringing beautiful, affordable, and premium quality building materials to the 
marketplace. The Westlakes Collection is composed of a variety of Quartzites, Granites, Marbles, and 
Limestones, and we have meticulously honed the design of this collection to ensure that it is suitable 
for a wide array of projects, trends, and tastes.
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Altera Stone Collection

Originally introduced in 2014, our Altera Stone Collection has been refreshed for the 2017/18 building 
season with two new profiles in addition to the original three. The Altera Stone Collection is a collection 
of elegant sandstone and quartzite products with an antiqued finish that adds warmth and class to 
any project. The superior quality and workmanship of this collection will ensure your project remains 
beautiful for many years to come. The Altera Stone Collection also is designed to ensure that colours 
and profiles can be blended to allow additional customization necessary for the unique requirements of 
your project.
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The Highlands Collection is our most approachable and easy-to-install collection. Composed of natural 
stones from around the world, this collection is designed to be very affordable without compromising 
on quality in any way. Designed in a panel format, this collection includes our L-shape corners 
manufactured to our specifications to ensure they can withstand any climate.
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Limestone Collection is a premium quality natural manufactured stone veneer line that features a blend 
of natural and cream and black colour limestone in our Castle stone blend and specially selected quarried 
larger format pieces chosen for its purity and clarity. Each stone has been precisely cut into rectangular 
form. All stones are chosen for their features, exact detailing in texture, colour and styled to express its 
true nature. Limestone offers the subtle beauty that is ideal for interior and exterior application.

Limestone Collection
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Designed to offer our clients an affordable alternative to an array of manufactured stone products in 
today’s marketplace, our private brand is designed to be an extremely affordable collection that does not 
compromise on specifications, quality, or colour in any way.  Our most popular collection, we continue to 
build on the success and prevalence of the PAS Stone Collection with new colours and profiles every year, 
ensuring it remains contemporary and stylish.

PAS Manufactured Collection
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Product Specs









MAILING ADDRESS + SHOWROOM

8585 123 Street

Surrey BC,

V3W 6E2

 

HOURS

8 AM to 4:30 PM PST (MON-FRI)

8 AM to 1:00 PM PST (SAT)

 

Tel: (604) 590-5999

Fax: (604) 590-5909

xxx@pacificartstone.com

www.pacificartstone.com


